Abstract-This paper presents a new physical-flow-based mechanism for allocating the reactive power support requirements provided by the generators in multitransaction networks. The allocatable reactive support requirements are defined with respect to the support required for the network with no transactions in place. The requirements in the presence of the proposed transactions are formulated as the sum of two specific components-the voltage magnitude variation component and the voltage angle variation component. The formulation utilizes the multitransaction framework used for the allocation of losses. The formulation leads to a natural allocation as a function of the amount of each transaction. The physical interpretation of each allocation as a sensitivity of the reactive output of a generator is discussed. The extensive testing indicates that the allocation scheme approximates with good fidelity the actual net VAr outflow from each generator and is able to deal effectively with the nonlinearities due to the generator reactive power limits. The numerical results also indicate that the proposed scheme behaves in a physically reasonable and intuitive way.
I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE RAPIDLY spreading open access regime is leading to the disintegration of the vertically integrated utility structure. The dramatic increase in the number of new players and the growing pressures of the competitive marketplace are resulting in the proliferation in the number and volume of power transactions. The introduction of open access transmission is often accompanied by the establishment of an independent grid operator (IGO) and the unbundling of electricity services. The IGO, in its various implementations around the world such as independent system operators (ISOs) [1] or regional transmission organizations [2] , has, typically, exclusive authority for maintaining the security/reliability of the system and is responsible for provision/acquisition of the required ancillary services. Among the ancillary services, the reactive power support is essential for the system operator to maintain an acceptable system voltage profile by setting the voltage magnitudes at the controllable buses so as to keep the voltage magnitudes at the other buses within G. Chicco is with the Dipartimento di Ingegneria Elettrica Industriale, Politecnico di Torino, Torino, Italy (e-mail: chicco@polito.it).
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specified ranges. The reactive support provided by generators is one of the six ancillary services specified in the FERC Order no. 888 [1] . The focus of this paper is the allocation of the voltage support requirements among the various transactions on the system. The characterization and evaluation of the reactive power support requirement allocations present a very challenging task. This is particularly true in the new unbundled regime with the many transactions in place at any point in time. Typically, in the commercial marketplace the transactions specify the real power traded and no mention is made of reactive power. Yet, reactive power support is a fundamental need for a network to provide transmission service. In fact, the reactive power support requirements of a network in the absence of any transactions is considered to be an intrinsic part of the transmission service, since in its absence the required voltage profile could not be maintained. As such, we consider this support as an integral part of the transmission service and consequently a quantity that cannot be allocated to the transactions. We use the intrinsic voltage support requirements as the reference level from which the additional requirements due to the presence of transactions are evaluated. Some of the complications in this evaluation are due to the local nature of reactive power. As is well known, reactive power cannot be delivered from a source to an electrically remote sink, due to the reactive nature of the transmission grid. This local nature of the reactive power also implies that a generator may provide the reactive power support for a number of transactions in which the particular generator is not involved. In addition, whether a generator generates or absorbs reactive power depends on the state of the system. Consequently, the allocated contributions of the individual generator's reactive output to a particular transaction may be negative or nonnegative. A negative sign indicates that the reactive support required by the transaction is absorption by the particular generator; while, a nonnegative sign indicates that the VAr support from the generator is injection or additional reactive power. Physically, the algebraic sum of the allocations for all the transactions to a specific generator is meaningful since it is the net support provided by that generator. On the other hand, the algebraic sum of the allocations provided by the various generators is a nonhomogeneous term and, as such, the total reactive support required by each transaction is a physically less meaningful term.
The reactive power generation/absorption at a generator is easily computed given the system state. The reactive output at each power generator is measurable, but there is no physical way of verifying its allocation among the transactions present on the system. For commercial reasons, there is a need for allocating 0885-8950/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE the reactive power support to the transactions on an equitable and transparent basis and to make such information available on an a priori basis. Thus the allocation of VAr support requirements is not a simple matter and involves a good amount of arbitrariness. Since there is no physically meaningful measurement scheme nor a theoretically-based evaluation methodology to determine the VAr requirements caused by each transaction, a new scheme must be developed to make available the required information.
A number of different allocation schemes has been proposed based on various assumptions and approximations. In [3] , real and reactive power flows are considered separately and the reactive power generated or absorbed by the line is taken into account by using fictitious nodes in a system model specifically developed for the analysis of the reactive power flows. A decomposition of the power injections based on real and imaginary currents has been proposed in [4] , where the results depend on the location of the system angle reference. The loss allocation scheme proposed in [5] uses an operating point defined in terms of bilateral transactions. The allocation mechanism in [6] uses the power flow without transactions and requires two additional power flows for each transaction. The Aumann-Shapley methodology [7] was also applied to determine the allocation of reactive support requirements [8] . This application did not fully exploit the physical characteristics of the reactive support nor the nature of the allocation problem.
The objective of this paper is to allocate reactive power support requirements in a multitransaction system taking into account the generation VAr limits and the interaction with the network. Thus, by design, the proposed allocation does not incorporate economic efficiency goals. We make use of the mathematical multitransaction framework developed in [9] and extend it to incorporate a detailed description of the reactive power flows. We formulate the VAr support requirements in terms of the change from the no transaction reference case corresponding to the intrinsic reactive support required by the transmission system for the specified set of control variables. Using the voltage magnitude specifications used in the no transaction case, we compute the power flow solution with all the specified transactions to determine the allocatable reactive support requirements. We decompose the requirements into two specific components-the voltage magnitude variation component and the voltage angle variation component-and allocate these components to each transaction. Note that the power flow solution with all the transactions in place is the IGO-imposed transaction schedule after all the necessary actions for congestion management have been undertaken. The proposed scheme gives physically meaningful results. Moreover, a key attribute is its ability to handle the nonlinearities arising from the generators' reactive power limits. The physically intuitive behavior of the allocation scheme under a variety of conditions for different test systems is an attractive feature of the proposed mechanism. We give a sample of representative results to illustrate the scheme's application.
The paper has four additional sections. We review briefly the multitransaction framework in Section II and discuss the characterization of reactive power support requirements in Section III. We then construct the proposed VAr allocation scheme in Section IV. We present a representative sample of numerical results indicating the strong performance of the proposed scheme in Section V.
II. TRANSACTION FRAMEWORK
We use the multitransactions framework developed in [9] to consider a system buses and transactions. For , the transaction involving the set of selling entities , the set of buying entities and the MW amount is defined by the triplet (1) where (2) (3) For each transaction , the selling bus provides the fraction of the total MW amount with . Similarly, the buying bus receives the fraction of the total MW amount with . The fractions and must satisfy the convexity conditions and for (4) and for
We formulate the expressions for the power flows in the network explicitly in terms of the transactions. We assume all the real power losses to be compensated by the slack bus at node 0. In this framework, the amount of the power injection at any bus due to the transaction is expressed as (6) where the components of the vector are if if if otherwise.
Additional discussion of this formulation may be found in [9] . We complete the formulation by defining the following sets:
the set of the generator buses, with cardinality the set of the nongenerator buses, with cardinality
Note that . We associate with each bus the set of buses connected to bus , the voltage magnitude , the voltage angle , and the real power load and the reactive power load . Without any loss of generality, we set the voltage angle at the designated slack bus 0. The voltage magnitude at the generator buses is specified as . For the transmission line, we consider the -model. For and , we characterize the line connecting bus to bus with the series resistance , the series reactance , and the modulus of the series impedance . We denote by the total shunt susceptance. The , th element of the bus admittance matrix is . The real power flow equation at bus is (8) We complete the formulation of the framework by stating the reactive power balance equations from which we derive the expression for the reactive power support requirements of the transmission system. The reactive power equation at bus is (9) This support is considered to be provided entirely by the generator buses. At each generator bus , the net reactive power outflow is the sum of the reactive powers injected into the line connecting bus to bus (10) where (11) We use the framework of this section for the formulation of the reactive support requirements of a multitransaction network.
III. REACTIVE POWER SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the VAr support requirements under certain simplifying assumptions. The focus is on the system-wide requirements and so we assume that any local reactive load is locally met at the bus. In other words, we assume that at each load bus the power factor is 1.0. We use the assumption that ( ), for and , is small. This assumption has the following implications: (12) These conditions are weaker than the dc power flow assumptions (see, for example, [9] ). We first compute the reactive power injected in the line connecting bus to bus for the case of no transactions on the system and we use the superscript 0 to denote this case. Since for , the voltage magnitude and (11) becomes 1 (13) Then (14) is the no-transaction generation at bus . Equation (14) expresses the intrinsic reactive power support provided by the generators to maintain the specified voltage profile in the absence of any transactions. This quantity is an intrinsic part of the provision of transmission services and as such is not allocated to any of the transactions that may be undertaken.
We next consider the network with the proposed transactions. The presence of transactions changes the voltages at the buses that are not voltage-controlled and we write these voltage magnitudes as for
Note that for . For any generator reaching its reactive power limit, the power flow imposes the reactive power generation at the active limit and changes the voltage from to a new value . We set in such a case. We rewrite (11) by using (12) into the second and third term of (16). Furthermore, let 1 If r x for all the lines of the network, the no-transaction network is essentially purely reactive. In such case, the angles 2 0 2 0 for i; j = 0;1;2; ...;N and the reactive power flowing into the line connecting bus i and bus j becomes Q = 0b =2V + x =z [V 0 V V ]. . These components are in addition to the intrinsic VAr support requirement of the network. The presence of the two components and is attributed entirely to the transactions. These additional reactive support requirements expressed by these two components result in added VAr support from the generators. In (16)-(20), is either or, in case the reactive limit is reached, . We next develop the physical flow-based allocation of these additional requirements.
IV. PROPOSED ALLOCATION APPROACH
In analogy to the split in (21), the net reactive power outflow from a generation bus may be written as (22) where is given by (14) and (23) The allocation of the net VAr outflow from bus is accomplished by allocating the components and among the transactions. The reactive load indirectly contributes toward operating the generator closer to its reactive limits.
In line with our assumption that the component is entirely due to the transactions, we attribute the voltage variation at each bus to the presence of the transactions in the system. Using (8), we may write the net real power load at any bus, in terms of the transactions as (24) Let us multiply and divide by the total weighted net load (25) where the weighting factor is used to reflect the local nature of the reactive support. Due to the inability of reactive power to travel, the of the buses in the vicinity of the bus have an impact. As such, we use the device of a simple decay function for attenuating the impact of the loads located at far buses on the voltage magnitude variation component. A natural candidate is an exponential function of the concentric distance of the load bus from node . We set if or , if the concentric distance is two buses, if the concentric distance is three buses and so on. It follows then from (23) that (26) where (27) We adopt the approach used in [9] for the allocation of the real power line losses to allocate the component . We next impose the assumption that . Then, the voltage angle changes with respect to the reference case are approximated by ) is then expressed in terms of the transactions using the same approach as in [9] . Thus (34) or, in case the reactive limit is reached,
. The sum of the entities in (27) and (34) gives the total amount of VArs allocated to each transaction for each generator (35) where (36) Since the sum of the allocated amounts will be an approximation of the voltage magnitude and voltage angle variation components, we have that may be approximated by (37) where We next examine the application of the proposed allocation scheme to test systems.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have tested the proposed scheme on a number of different test systems. We present a representative sampling of the results on two test systems: Test System A and Test System B. Test System A is derived from the IEEE 30-bus system by eliminating the shunt capacitors at buses 10 and 24 and by setting all the transformer ratios to 1 p.u. Test System B is constructed using the IEEE 57-bus system by eliminating the shunt capacitors at buses 18, 25, and 53. In Test System B, the synchronous condensers at buses 2, 3, 6, and 9 are considered as generators and consequently are included in the provision of reactive power support. The slack bus of each network has been renumbered to be bus 0. We use the values of the voltage setting points , and the reactive power generation limits as specified for the IEEE test systems. The voltage profiles required at buses are within the range [0.9, 1.05] p.u.
We defined transactions for each of the two systems to supply the loads in the network. The sets of transactions are specified in Tables I and II for the Test Systems A and B, respectively. We assume that the reactive power allocation is to be performed on a set of feasible transactions with no system congestion.
We discuss our investigations of the overall ability of the proposed scheme to approximate the VAr outflows from the generation buses when compared to those computed by an ac power flow.
computed using (37) is compared to the power flow solution of (10) and (11) for each generator bus . We tested the robustness of this approximation by uniformly scaling all the transaction amounts , . The results indicate agreement over a broad range of scaling factors. Fig. 1 shows a representative comparison of Test System A for scaling factors over the range [0, 2] . The unity scaling factor corresponds to the base case. These results are representative of the good tracking of the ac results by the approximation in (37) for each of the generating units of the network over this wide range.
We study the behavior of the allocation scheme in response to the variation in the scaling factor. We found that the allocation responds in a physically reasonable way for the various systems tested. For example, Fig. 2 shows the impacts of varying the transaction amounts on the reactive support requirement allocation for the generator at bus 13, for each transaction. The scaling factor is uniformly varied over the range [0, 2] . Note that for transaction 4, defined with both the seller and the buyer at bus 5, no reactive power support is allocated at any generator bus. This is correct since, in effect, this transaction does not use the transmission system directly.
We consider in more detail the allocated support requirements to the generators for each transaction for the base case condition. The results are shown in Table III for Test System B. The behavior of the allocation scheme is examined with respect to the intrinsic reactive support displayed in the penultimate row. The final row provides the net reactive support of each generator. The individual support requirement allocations at bus for transaction may be positive or negative. An interpretation of from (35) is obtained by considering the impacts on the allocation of the variation of the particular transaction amount. We consider all transactions with fixed amounts, save for transaction for which we vary the amount . At each generator, the resulting change in gives a satisfactory approximation of the change in the generator reactive power output. We illustrate this approximation using the Test System B. We hold all transactions constant and vary the amount with a scaling factor over the range [0.6, 1]. The scaling factor 1 corresponds to the base case 161 MW. Using 1 MW steps we compute the sensitivities and at each value of over the range of the scaling factor. We plot the results in Fig. 3 for some of the generators. For a scaling factor in the range [0.6, 0.85] the generator at bus 9 violates its lower limit. For scaling factor in the range (0.85, 1] no violation occurs, the generator at bus 9 provides additional reactive support and causes a reduction in the sensitivities for all the generators. In all cases, the allocation results track very closely the ac power flow results.
VI. CONCLUSION
A new physical-flow-based scheme for allocating the reactive power support provided by the generators to the transactions in a multitransaction framework has been presented. The proposed scheme allocates the net reactive power outflow from the generator buses in a physically meaningful way, by explicitly taking into account the interactions with the network and the nonlinearities due to the generator reactive power limits. The logical next step is to marry the reactive power allocation with reactive power pricing [10] - [12] , so as to incorporate the economic efficiency goals. This is a highly challenging undertaking since the pricing of reactive power is considerably more complex than that of real power due to generator capability curve impacts [12] . The presence of positive and negative terms in the reactive power allocation of each generator presents a further complication. While a generator needs to be compensated for its net reactive power output for each transaction, the fair compensation mechanism must explicitly ensure that no double-charging for the positive and negative allocations occurs. These issues are being addressed in our current research and the results of our work will be reported in a future paper.
